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AND

We utilize linguistic semantic associations between action label 
sentences, to formulate shallow Action Trees, and explore ways 
to incorporate this coarse-to-fine hierarchy in existing deep 
neural network architectures, evaluating the impact on 
recognition accuracy and  learning speed.

Label sentence linguistic correlations indicate  potential 
similarities in appearance/motion representations of action 
video sequences. Action  granularity level relates to label 
sentence size and complexity. Actions with similar coarse 
action motifs tend to share verbs with high semantic similarity, 
and differentiate based on finer object-related criteria.

We combine off-the-self part of speech taggers with custom 
action-oriented syntax rules to detect motion verbs in label 
sentences. We define two-level Action Trees by clustering 
labels based on action verb semantic similarities relying on 
word-embedding associations.  We reshape existing deep neural 
networks for this coarse-to-fine  classification task, and utilize 
the representations learned for the coarser action set as 
complementary to the ones learned for the fine-grained action 
set, resulting in accuracy and learning speed improvements.

 Extracting Action Hierarchies from Action Labels 
 and their Use in Deep Action Recognition
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Assign part-of-speech tags  & refine tags with custom action-oriented syntax rules, account 
for words with multiple semantic interpretations (e.g. screw: noun or verb, take off & take out).

Cluster classes based on verb commonalities or having verbs with high semantic content 
similarity (based on Word Net-defined embed-dings).
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3 Reshape architecture to comply with the dual learning task (a) coarse-, (b) fine-grained  class 
sets. Split into sub-networks for each task, add coarse representation to fine-grained. 

● Verbs: discriminate between cases of the same verb when followed by an ad-position or a 
particle (at, on, out, over per, that, up, with)

● From noun to verb: acceptable action description is formed as
     

verb + adposition/ particle + noun 

    Verbs  
• Stand up
• Throw
• Clap
• Punch
• Bend
• Sit down
• Wave
• Jump

       Labels
• Stand up
• Throwing  a ball
• Clapping hands
• Punching
• Bending hands
• Sit down
• Sit down and 

stand up
• Waving one hand
•  Jumping jacks
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via WordNet
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•Datasets:: (a) MHAD (11-classes), coarse-grained (simple and small label sentences),                                                         
(b) J-HMDB (21-classes), mid-range (medium sized and moderate label sentence complexity,          
(c) MPII Cooking Activities (64-classes), fine-grained (large and complex label sentences)

• Impact on accuracy:: hierarchical design improves accuracy up between 4 – 6% compared 
to a non-hierarchical one

• Impact on learning speed:: hierarchical design increases learning speed in earlier epochs. 

• Coarse fusion level selection & accuracy impact: (a) late coarse  (probabilistic) to 
mid level fine-grained, (b) mid level  coarse to mid level fine-grained.

• Visualize learned representation: using 1st and 2nd PCA components, MHAD dataset 
Hierarchical deep architecture Non-Hierarchical deep architecture

• Linguistic analysis on action label sentences provides useful insights 
regarding potential correlations between labels.

• Exploiting linguistic similarities allows action decomposition in a 
coarse-to-fine scheme, reformulating the recognition to a multi-task 
learning problem.

• The hierarchical linguistic representation of the action, when mimicked 
in the deep NN design, leads to recognition accuracy increase. 

• Exploiting the learned coarser representation in the finer learning 
process, allows for faster learning in the earlier learning epochs. 

• Datasets with more complex and larger label sentence sets could 
potentially benefit more by a more elaborate linguistic analysis 
approach, that is able to express the underlying semantic content 
similarities. 
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